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Supplies: 

Powder Pink Cardstock 5-1/2” x 11” 

3-13/16” x 3-13/16” 

Whisper White Cardstock For punching and die cutting 

Whole Lot of Lovely designer paper (4) 2-3/8” x 2-1/2” 

(1) 2-1/2” x 2-1/2” 

Punches Tailored Tag Punch 

1” Circle Punch 

1/8” Handheld Circle Punch 

Big Shot May Flowers Framelits 

Quilt Top Embossing Folder 

Teeny Tiny Wishes  

Powder Pink Classic Ink Pad  

Whisper White Baker’s Twine  

Bone Folder  

Adhesive Multipurpose Liquid Glue, Stampin’ 

Dimensionals, Mini Glue Dots 

Stampin’ Trimmer  

Paper Snips  

 

Directions: 

1. Place the 5-1/2” x 11” piece of Powder Pink cardstock in the Stampin’ Trimmer in 

portrait position.  Then score at 2-3/4” 

2. Turn the cardstock to landscape and score at: 2-11/16”, 5-3/8”, 8-1/16”, 10-3/4” 

3. With the small tabs to your right, remove the bottom small tab and angle cut the top and 

bottom of the remaining small tab. 

4. With this tab still on your right, cut between score lines and miter both sides of each of 

the larger tab except the second from the left.  Also trim a small amount off of the end of 

the three mitered tabs. 

5. Adhere the designer paper to the panels of the box. 

6. Add adhesive to the small tab and bring the opposite of the box over to meet it and 

adhere.  Be sure you line up the top and bottom of the panels and do not cross the score 

line for the tab. 

7. Fold the mitered tabs in on the bottom adding adhesive between tabs.  Finish with the one 

full tab being sure to square the box as you go. 

8. Using the Stampin’ Trimmer score the 3-13/16” x 3-13/16” piece at ½” plus half of 1/16” 

on all four sides. 

9. Fold the score lines and cut and miter the tabs. 

10. Adhere the tabs. 

11. Add the remaining piece of designer paper to the lid. 

12. Use the Tailored Tag Punch to cut 10 tags from the Whisper White cardstock. 
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13. Use your Bone Folder to slightly curl the tags. 

14. Assemble a ring of 5 of the curled tags using Multipurpose Glue between petals. 

15. Add an inner ring of 4 of the curled tags offsetting them slightly. 

16. Add a 1” Circle Punch of Whisper White to the center. 

17. Cut three Whisper White leaves with the leaf die from the May Flowers Framelits. 

18. Use the Tailored Tag Punch to cut a hexagon from Whisper White cardstock.  Then 

emboss it with the Quilt Top embossing folder. 

19. Use the Tailored Tag Punch to cut a small banner.  Stamp “for you” from Teeny Tiny 

Wishes in Powder Pink. 

20. Punch the top of the hexagonal tag with the 1/8” Handheld Punch and thread with 

Whisper White Baker’s Twine.  Then add the sentiment banner with a Stampin’ 

Dimensional. 

21. Adhere the leaves to the top of the gift box.  Then use Glue Dots to adhere the ends of the 

Baker’s Twine holding the tag. 

22. Finally, adhere the Tailored Tag Punch Flower to the top of the box. 

 

Gift Box video:  https://youtu.be/A6QtAXTchq8 

Tailored Tag Punch Flower video: https://youtu.be/WgAdRTB6aj8 
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